
Mysterious Series of 1935 $1 Back Plate 2  
by Jamie Yakes 

Series of 1935 $1 back plate 2 is a numismatic curiosity and genuine anomaly. The 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing certified it as the first 1935 back on August 9, 1935. It was 
sent to press for a short period that August, but then not again until 1938.  

No back 2 notes are known from the first press run. Those would be mated to Series of 
1935 faces and have A-A serials. Back 2 is actually found mated with Series of 1935A faces and 
numbered with R-A, S-A, and T-A serial numbers, all of which date from 1938. The three-year 
gap between the 1935 and 1938 press runs was highly unusual for a $1 back plate, and caused 
this low serial-numbered plate to be mixed among plates with serials in the high 700s. 

I just discovered that the press runs for back 2 were virtually identical to those for Series 
of 1935 $1 plate face 21—a fact that I conclude was no coincidence. Face 2 was a true oddity 
profiled by Huntoon and Yakes.2  
New $1 Face and Back Designs 

The revamped Series of 1935 $1 silver certificate design accomplished two primary 
objectives. It allowed for overprinting of the treasury officers' signatures, and displayed a new 
back design incorporating the Great Seal of the United States. The request for the use of the 
Great Seal came directly from President Franklin D. Roosevelt.3 

Treasury signatures were part of the generic intaglio $1 face designs prior to 1935. 
Consequently, when treasury officials changed, the BEP was left with an inventory of plates with 
obsolete signatures. They continued to use those plates until they wore out, often mixing them on 
the same press with new plates bearing current signatures. Sometimes they even canceled large 
numbers of the obsolete plates if there was a surfeit of them, a very wasteful practice.  

The BEP had successfully overprinted bank-specific information on Series of 1929 
national bank notes and Federal Reserve bank notes, so management desired to implement the 
same technology on the higher-volume type notes. The overhaul began with the $1 SCs in 1935, 
and was extended to the other classes and denominations in the Series of 1950 and 1953, 
rendering considerable efficiencies. 

The First 1935 $1 Plates 
Regular production of 1935 backs began on August 19, 1935, and that of regular face 

printings on October 9. A harried design change on the faces caused the long delay for those 
printings.  

Fig. 1. Proof impression of 12-
subject $1 back plate serial 2. (From
from the National Numismatic
Collection courtesy of Peter
Huntoon.)  
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Initially, the BEP intended to overprint both the officers' signatures and the titles of the 
treasury officers. The first twelve Series of 1935 faces--plates 1-11 and 14--were certified 
without officers' titles or signatures from August 9-23, 1935. Plates 12 and 13 weren't finished 
until October. 

It was quickly determined that omitting the titles from the face plates was impractical, so 
they were incorporated as engraved items starting with face 17 on September 20, 1935.  

The first faces, excluding face 2, were then altered between September 10 and October 21 
to include the titles. They were pressed into service along with other new $1 faces starting in 
October.  
The First $1 SC 1935 Press Run 

There was a special press run from August 9-12, 1935 involving only back 2 and face 2 
that occurred prior to the production runs that began a week later. Both plates were the first of 
their kind to be certified, both on August 9.  

Only 841 sheets were printed during that press run. The decision was then made to add 
the officers' titles to the face plates. The entire printing of 841 sheets was marked as 
experimental and delivered to the Division of Loans and Currency for destruction. Serial 
A00000001A wasn't printed until November 19, 1935, from later printings of new sheets. 

You won't find any face 2-back 2 notes with A-A serials because none survived to be 
numbered! 
The Fates of Face 2 and Back 2 

Here is where this story really gets interesting and bizarre. Immediately following the 
special three-day press run in August 1935, face 2 was placed on display in the lobby of the 
Treasury building where it remained for nearly three years until the display was dismantled on 
April 7, 1938. It was then returned to the plate vault inventory. 

The joker in the deck was that during its time in the press room face 2 had avoided being 
altered to include the all-important officers' titles! 

It was sent to press with three other face plates from April 25-28, 1938, where it 
produced 1,464 sheets. Someone in the numbering division then spotted the omitted officers' 
titles. The sheets from plate 2 were fished from the production stream, and the plate was 
canceled on May 2. 

This much we already knew from a report on the matter prepared for BEP Director Alvin 
W. Hall detailing the snafu that is reproduced in Huntoon and Yakes.4 What we missed in 2011, 

Fig. 2. The top impression is
12-subject $1 back plate
serial 1 as originally certified
on August 15, 1935, without
officer's titles. It was sent to
press from September 7-9,
but none of those sheets were
numbered. It was then pulled
from service on September
10, altered to have titles as
shown in the bottom
impression, and recertified
on October 18, 1935. (From
the National Numismatic
Collection courtesy of Peter
Huntoon.) 
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because it wasn't spelled out in the report, was that back plate 2 also was part of the display in 
the Treasury lobby!  

Of course the Treasury included both a face and back plate: Both were plate 2, both were 
the first ones finished, and the Treasury wanted to show off both! There was actually more news 
in the back plate than the face owing to the use of the Great Seal of the United States! 

I finally put this together when I found that usage patterns for both back 2 and face 2 
paced each other. The giveaway was the three-year lag from 1935 until both were again sent to 
press in 1938! 

There was nothing wrong with back 2 so it was simply rotated into service until it wore 
out. Its first press run lasted from April 11-June 1, 1938; the second from June 10-30; and the 
final from July 7-October 24. It was canceled October 25, 1938 (table 1).  

Impressions were fine so they got mated with then-current Series of 1935A faces, which 
were numbered in the Q-A, R-A, S-A and T-A serial blocks. Macro 1935A faces had been on 
press since January 6, 1938, so plenty were around in April to be used. 

Other Possibilities and Changeovers 
Some Series of 1935 $1 micro face plates saw service until August 21, 1938. However, 

1935 faces were relegated to separate presses from 1935A faces because the 1935A sheets 
required series dates be overprinted on them as well as the signatures. The 1935 sheets already 
had imprinted series dates from the intaglio printings.  

 The absence of 1935 back 2 non-mules strongly hints that all back 2 sheets were routed 
to pressed with 1935A faces. This is speculation, and will hold up only as long as no Series of 
1935 back 2 non-mules turn up. 

Back 2 was used alongside other $1 micro backs and $1 macro backs. Thus, back 2 mule 
and non-mule changeover pairs are possible. An interesting non-mule pair is known: 1935A non-
mule, S11556828A, F590/772; and 1935A non-mule, S11556829A, A630/2. That jewel was 
once owned by small-size silver certificate specialist David Schlingman. 

The $1 notes numbered during the period when back 2 was on press were N-A to U-A 
(table 2). The reported specimens fall in the middle of this range. Some back 2 sheets may have 
reached the numbering division early enough to receive N-A or P-A serials. Some also may have 
hung around long enough to get U-A serials. Keep your eyes open! 

Fig. 3. Series of 1935A $1 silver
certificate bearing serial number
S7040010A, and printed from face
plate 548 and back plate 2.
(Courtesy of Jim Hodgson.)  
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Table 1. Timeline of Series of 1935 $1 back plate 2 
August 5, 1935  Production started. 
August 9, 1935  Certified as a production plate. 
August 9-12, 1935 First press run: 841 sheets printed, all mated with $1 1935 

face 2. All sheets unnumbered and destroyed. 
August 12, 1935-April 7, 1938  Displayed with face 2 in the Treasury building lobby. 
April 11-June 1, 1938;  
June 10-30, 1938;  
July 7-October 24, 1938  Actual production runs. Paired on press with micro and 

macro $1 back plates. Mated with $1 1935A faces and 
possibly 1935 faces. Sheets routed to numbering division 
for numbering with N-A to U-A serials (R-A, S-A, T-A 
reported). 

October 25, 1938 Canceled. 

Table 2. $1 Serial Blocks Numbered between April 11-October 24, 1938. 
Block  Numbered 
N-A March 8-May 4 
P-A April 28-June 23 
Q-A* June 15-August 8 
R-A* August 1-September 16 
S-A* September 8-October 21 
T-A* October 18-November 28 
U-A November 28, 1938-January 12, 1939 
*Back 2 notes are reported from these serial blocks.
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